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NOTICE

 

KERALA POLICE ACADEMY
RAMAVARMAPURAM, THRISSUR, KERALA

                                                                             
CANCELLATION OF BID FOR THE SUPPLY OF CHAPPATHI MACHINE

 

        Bids  were invited  for  the  supply   of  Fully  Automatic Chappathi  Machine   for   KEPA 
through GeM. Out  of the  bids received  the  lowest three were  forwarded  to  Technical
 Committee  for evaluation. After  evaluating Live Physical Demonstration, certificates and
documents attached with bid and the Previous installations and experiences of the lowest  quoted  3
 firms, the  Committee has  forwarded   a detailed report .   

   1.M/S  Tanvy  (Dayie  Engineering) : The Firm  had replied  that , for  live  demonstration  of  the
 machine, the  committee  should visit  Delhi. Also  they  have  not  produced  the  required
certificates, Not  supplied machines  in Kerala and  no service  center in Kerala. Hence,  the
 committee has decided not to recommend the product.
    2.M/S  Deokali  Engineers :-The  Firm  has not  produced the required certificates. On
 contact over  phone  by the  committee, it was  informed  that they have  supplied a Machine  at
 INS  Venduruthy. The  Technical Committee visited the Office and  verified  the  Machine at 
INS, Venduruthy. On examination, it is found that the  Machine  which was  purchased  3  years
before  is  not  working  now due  to complaints and the  quality  of the  product is too  low and  not
a fully  food  grade material. Hence,  the  committee has decided not to recommend the
product.
      3. M/S   B.K  Engineers :- The  firm  submitted  relevant   documents and  certificates in
original. They demonstrated   the  working  of  the  Machine  at  KEPA. During  demonstration, the
 team had  found  that  the  design  of the  machine was not  up to  the  mark with  regard  to  price,
quality of the product. (Chappati made  was  not a standard one and  not tasty. The  committee
 visited  the  Divine  Retreat  Centre,  Muringoor  where  the  company  installed  a  machine and
 obtained  details.  Some  technical  complaints  of  Nylon  Belt,  Iron Conveyor  Belt , danger  to the
 operator   due  to overweight  of the  machine were   also  reported. Hence,  the  committee has
decided not to recommend the product.  
            In the  circumstances reported   by the  Technical  Evaluation Committee , the bid  invited 
for the purchase of Fully  Automatic  Chappathi Machine   for   KEPA  through  Government  e
 Market  portal  is  cancelled and hence all  further procedures based  on this  bid invitation  is 
hereby dropped..
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